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SAILING  

 

Highlights: 
Combined yacht inter-club series expanded to include summer racing.  
Improved starting procedures and new marks. 
Growing dinghy fleet numbers. 
Successful Balmain Regatta. 
Vice Commodore’s report; page 4. 

PONTOON PROJECT  

 

Highlights:   
Council approvals and government sources of funding secured. 
Initial access work and placement of piles underway. 
Strong fundraising support from Club Members. 
Engineering and project work to be put to tender shortly. 
Pontoon finances;  page 9. 
 
 

SAILING SCHOOL  

 

Highlights: 
New courses and laser fleet introduced. 
More than 70 students 
New administrator and principal appointed. 
Discover Sailing accreditation. 
Sailing school report; page 6. 

BUILDING AND FACILITIES  

 

Highlights: 
Major technology and website upgrade. 
Wi fi and new television. 
Extensive painting and general repairs to club building. 
Bathroom and shower upgrades. 
Kitchen clean up and new dishwasher. 
New chains to secure deck. 
Building report;  page 7. 

FINANCES & NOMINEES  
 

 
 

Finance Report page 9.   
Nominees for positions last page. 
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2014 COMMODORE’S REPORT 

 
The 2013-2014 Committee has had a busy and productive year.  We have 
spent a great deal of time, effort and investment building and maintaining 
on-line systems which will serve the Club well now and into the future. Our 
administration costs have been reduced considerably and the savings made 
will eventually justify the initial outlay many times over.  
 
A system of storing all Club documents and procedures has also been 
implemented using Google Business Apps, so when a new Committee takes 
the helm of the Club, they don’t have to re-invent the wheel every time.  
 

This year, we held the inaugural Commodore’s Cocktail Party - an enjoyable social event - in the week before the 
Balmain Regatta. We took the opportunity to invite all the BSC Life Members and honour them with a special, gold Life 
Member pin. We also invited the Club’s primary sponsors and presented them with a plaque to show our appreciation.  
I hope this Cocktail Party will continue as a pre-regatta tradition and become an essential part of the BSC Calendar. 
 
The Regatta was another great success … on the water and on the shore with a great turnout from the local community 
as well as sailors from up and down the Harbour. 
 
Under director, Lyn Evans, the BSC clubhouse has undergone welcome improvements. Members chipped in during two 
working bees and a great deal of repair-work has made the place look - and function - better than ever. The kitchen was 
finally scrubbed from top to bottom and a new dishwasher purchased. Electrical work and new Wi-Fi was installed by 
Lyn’s team and a new TV set was donated and placed in the bar. I’m grateful to Lyn for her generosity and hard work. 
 
Under the guidance of director, Charlie Chan, the BSC website was custom-built and became the envy of sailing clubs 
across Sydney. Members and friends can now join up, renew membership, change personal details, pay race fees, pay 
storage, book and pay for a sailing school course, and post stories and photos on www.balmainsailingclub.com.au.  It 
took a great deal of time and expertise to achieve such a great result.  Charlie’s dynamism and experience has also been 
evident at all our successful events this year: the Commodore’s Cocktail Party, the Regatta, the Presentation Night and 
the Christmas Party. I am extremely grateful to Charlie for her contribution. 
 
The BSC Sailing School has been beefed up with new courses for those who want to learn to sail or improve on what 
they already know. A calendar and booking system was installed on the website. It’s envisaged that the school will 
increasingly provide significant revenue and introduce new members to the club. Craig Amour is the new (volunteer) 
sailing school principal and the co-ordinator is Steve Gibbs who manages participants and instructors. 
 
After some nail-biting moments, the Leichhardt Council finally approved the DA for the new pontoon. It’s been the 
result of a lot of hard work by volunteers, notably Bob Connolly, Damien Barker and Arthur King. While I know some 
members are not whole-hearted supporters of the project, it’s my belief this major improvement to our facilities will 
eventually win over even its harshest critics. Sincere thanks go to those members who’ve already made donations.  
The Council has already started work on the new access path and the pontoon work will be put out to tender shortly. 
 
Many thanks to the Committee members who are retiring this year - your input has been extremely valuable. 
 
Thanks for having me as your Commodore this year. It’s been an interesting time, to say the least!  
I wish the new Commodore and the new Committee all the very best for 2014-15. 
 
Angela. 
  

 

http://www.balmainsailingclub.com.au/
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2014 VICE COMMODORE’S REPORT 
 

Combined West Harbour Race Series 
Following on from the previous season’s successful inaugural West 
Harbour Winter Series, this season has seen the combined series 
extended to include a seven race Summer Series as well as a 
continuation of the combined Winter Series. The feedback from all 
three clubs (Balmain, Greenwich & Drummoyne) has been very 
positive and it is proposed that the combined series will continue in 
the future.  
 

The Combined Summer Series was run as a pursuit start series. There has been mixed opinions about the pursuit 
format, however, it does provide crews with a variety of race formats during the season and it has minimised the 
damage from start line collisions that were common during the first winter series. 
 
This year’s combined winter series once again saw a fleet of up to eighty yachts over four divisions. The summer series 
had a smaller fleet of forty yachts in two divisions as Greenwich was still running its separate Saturday summer series.  
 
Dinghy Fleet 
The efforts of Dave Hodgson and Campbell Reid in procuring and upgrading additional club lasers has boosted the club’s 
dinghy fleet while also providing new dinghy sailors to the club via the sailing school. The dinghy fleet has been 
recording record numbers for recent races including some prominent members of the yacht fraternity. 
 
Changes to race starts 
The past season saw a number of minor changes to race starts.  
 
In response to comments from the slower yacht divisions, the race start sequence was altered so the slower divisions 
started first to better improve their chance of finishing the course before the cut off time on. This revised start sequence 
has led to some very crowded roundings of Spectacle Island as the faster divisions catch the slower divisions. 
 
A laid inner distance starting mark was also introduced to eliminate conflict at starts with adjacent moored boats and it 
also stopped the advantage being taken by some boats by ‘lurking’ close to the poorly defined prohibited water 
boundary. 
 
A third change was the increased use of VHF73 announcements by our race starters. It is acknowledged that our starting 
lights system is compromised when we are starting against a setting sun. For the past season our starters have been 
providing announcements of warning signals including countdowns to starts. The carrying of a VHF radio is 
recommended for all yachts and some clubs have now made it compulsory in for this coming season. 

 
Permanent YA buoy at Goat Island 
Following a joint application by Balmain, Drummoyne and Greenwich Sailing Clubs, Yachting Australia has agreed, and 
RMS has approved, the installation of a permanent YA Mark west of Goat Island. The installation of this mark will 
provide greater flexibility in course selection. Too often the race committee decides not to set twilight courses around 
Goat Island because of light wind conditions early and late in the twilight season. This may now be possible. 
 
Unfortunately, RMS has included a condition in their approval that Clubs using the new mark no longer set courses 
around Goat Island to eliminate conflict with ferries and ship movements. We will be having further discussions with 
RMS in an effort to remove or relax this condition. 
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Balmain Regatta 
Once again, the annual regatta was a tremendous success with approximately 90 boats participating. There were many 
hands involved both before and on the day. In particular, on the sailing side, thanks go to Neil Hamilton and Phil Grove 
for their professional race management over many regattas. They will be missed for this year’s regatta. 
 
Starters, Captains and Race Manager 
The success of the past season’s sailing is a result of the effort, support and dedication of Starters:- Phil, Kathy, Fiona 
and Marilyn; Yacht & Dinghy Captains, Frans and Dave; Protest Committee, Phil & Erica; our Racing and Deck Manager, 
Dave Stenhouse; everyone else who was prepared to help out on race days and the rest of the BSC Committee who 
always ensured that the club’s standard of racing and sailing was never compromised. 
 
Simon.  
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SAILING SCHOOL REPORT 
 

More than 70 students were introduced to the world of sailing this year as they 
transitioned through a very different Balmain Sailing school to just 12 months 
prior. While all of our instructors remain, courses have been tweaked, 
marketing increased, key staff positions have changed, and extensive planning 
for the future has begun. A lot of ideas have been brought to the table as we 
seek to expand our offerings to all our members which will hopefully create an 
exciting time for the year ahead. 

 
With the relocation of Alan Richardson away from the area, Charlie Chan and Jayne Hughes have provided much of the 
stewardship for the school this year prior to the appointment of Stephen Gibbs and Craig Armour as School 
Administrator and Principal respectively. The School has seen an increase in numbers under Charlie and Jayne with the 
use of the EventBrite online ticketing system and further email marketing creating additional awareness of our school. 
With a very steep learning curve Stephen and Craig are hoping to expand on this growth as the year progresses.  
 
Once again we have received Discover Sailing accreditation for our Laser based “Start Sailing” courses and have 
commenced expanding this accreditation into our keelboat and other courses. The Yachting Association’s Discover 
Sailing program and accreditation will provide increased standing as a Sailing School in the region, enables our students 
to use their qualifications elsewhere and is an important aspect of our current strategy. The next 12 months will 
hopefully see a closure to the full accreditation process in time for a potential expansion of our keelboat program. 
 
More changes are planned for this year in the hope to better serve our entire member base including Radio, First Aid 
and other courses. As mentioned above, a potential expansion of our keel boat program is in the works and the 
rejuvenation of our outsourcing service to place Sailing School graduates with Balmain boats for the season has also 
begun. Stay tuned over the year as more updates as the year progresses. 
 
And finally, the sailing school would like to thank our instructors Gary Ferres, Nick Howe, Nick Wubben and Linda Bell 
for our success over the year, to Charlie Chan and Jayne Hughes for your stewardship, and finally to Lyn Evans and Gary 
Ferres for the loan of their personal boats ‘Tookie’ and ‘Intrepid’ to which many of our courses would not be possible. 
 
Explanation of the sailing school’s financial position is in the finance report beginning page 9. 
 
Craig. 
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BUILDING & FACILITIES REPORT 
 

Maintaining The Balmain Sailing Club building, facilities and deck area is like 
painting the Harbour Bridge _ once you get to the end of the job you go back 
and start again. 
 
This year Infrastructure Director Lyn Evans with tireless help from Kathie Meyers 
has improved the club facilities significantly. 

 
The important but mostly invisible work includes improvements and repairs to 
the toilets plumbing and pumps, new chains under the deck to keep it secured 

to the club house, repairs to the inclinator, a new dishwasher and repairs to the fridge and improvements to lighting and 
power. 
 
Dinghy sailors are enjoying a spruced-up shower area and an extensively cleaned up and re-arranged storage shed and 
the painting around the building is constantly being renewed. 
 
Club members have been enthusiastic in turning up for working bees to knock over necessary work and there is another 
one scheduled for next month. We need to see you there so the club is in great shape for the start of the sailing season 
and regatta. 
 
The website and data management systems installed allow the club to digitally run its membership, communication and 
information storage and collection needs without calling on many hours of volunteer work. While the costs of setting 
these processes up are significant they reflect the way the world is moving in these functions and will allow the club to 
devote human energy in areas where it is needed most.  Details of the costs and savings of this project are in the 
financial report from page 9. 
 
Striking the right balance between cost and quality for post-race catering has been a problem during the season which is 
expected to be addressed with a volunteer catering captain about to step in to the breach. 
 
During the year the committee decided to pause on the hire of haul mainly because of the time consuming logistics or 
hiring the venue and lack of volunteers to administer the hiring and consequent clean up and maintenance along with 
the security management and the concerns/complaints  of neighbours. It is acknowledged that venue hire offers a 
revenue stream for the club and this opportunity will be revisited by the incoming committee.  
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GIANT STEPS 
Balmain Sailing Club has continued to run weekly sailing for the Giant Steps School. The children all suffer from autism 
and according to coordinator Jackie Baxter, all of the kids really look forward to the weekly outings. The kids do 
recognition tasks whilst on the boat and seem to love the wind and waves. As can be seen by the photos the kids and 
their carers are enjoying all that Sydney harbour has to offer. 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 
 
The Club’s financial position has weakened somewhat this year, with cash reserves moving from $102.4k at 31 March 
2013, to $65.8k as at 31 March 2014. 

The decrease in cash reserves is largely due to the capital expenditure of $23.5k for the new rubber duck, along with 
funding a net deficit of $20.5k for the year ending 31 March 2014. 

The deficit of $20.5k is mainly accounted for by: 

- Losses on food related activities - $6.6k 
- Loss on sale of the white rubber duck - $2.3k 
- Bad debts written off - $1k 
- Extraordinary expenditure on website and newsletter development costs of $13.6k (with a net saving of c. $8.5k 

in admin costs) 
 
Year on Year Comparisons 

When comparing this year’s financial performance with last year’s and the budget for next year, the following should be 
considered: 

Prizes 

Included in prize expenditure is c. $1.3k relating to West Harbour Winter Series prizes. The committee will be 
working with Drummoyne and Greenwich Sailing clubs to recoup some of this and to share the cost of the 
combined series prizes moving forward. Also included is the cost of engraved glasses to replace the usual 
wine/beer prizes in view of the fact that not all our winners are drinkers! The committee will be reviewing prizes 
and prize related sponsorship for the next season with the intention of reducing costs however a budget of $8k 
(in line with 2013/14 expenditure) for next year has been allowed for in case no savings are realised. 

Race starter/contractor costs 

These have increased due to the lack of availability of a volunteer for race and deck management, whereas in 
previous years these activities have been covered mostly by volunteers, it is now a paid service. Membership 
feedback on racing is very favourable and without the express interest from capable and willing volunteers, 
these activities will continue to be outsourced to maintain the level of quality racing which the club provides. An 
allowance of $6.2k has been made for this expenditure for 2014/15. 

Sailing School 

Sailing school results are down $8.4k due to c. $4k in repairs to Intrepid being recorded in this financial year. As 
Intrepid was being repaired, she was not available for sailing lessons and combined with no sailing school 
coordinator for around half the year, the sailing school did not run for a full 12 months. Directors responsible for 
the sailing school have worked tirelessly to revamp, resource and systemise the sailing school and are confident 
in realising a modest increase in profits to $10k for next financial year.  
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Bar related 

Year on year bar profits are down $3k mostly due to lower margins in wine sales, with overall margins for the 
current year being c. 50%, compared with the usual c. 56% realised in prior years. The committee has already 
taken action in this regard and we expect an increase in profit to $29k, for next year, bringing the margin back 
to 56%. 

Food related 

With a loss of $6.6k and a negative variance of $8.1k on the previous year, the committee recognises that food 
related activities have been a real problem for the club this past year. A few different options have been trialled 
with mixed results as reflected in the numbers. On the plus side, we have a new food captain (volunteer) and 
are committed to working with her to bring the club’s food services to a consistent level of quality. Food related 
activities are expected to breakeven and it’s expected that better food will result in higher bar sales, which 
incidentally are not included in the budget for 2014/15 (so we could do even better at the bar!). 

Regatta 

Last year’s regatta profits included a windfall of c. $6k relating to the Cockatoo Island Film Festival ticket sales. 
Comparing this year’s regatta profits with other years’ excluding the film festival tickets, they are consistent. 
This year’s Regatta Chair position has already been filled and we are expecting a profit of at least $10.5k for 
2014/15 in keeping with usual regatta profits. 

Hall hire 

Income from hall hire is down $3.4k year on year. This is due partly to the current and previous committee’s 
decisions to limit hall hire to a case by case basis, as a result of neighbour complaints. Furthermore there has 
been no volunteer to manage hall hire this last year and since no hall hire volunteer has been identified for 
2014/15, the budget is a modest income of only $3k for 2014/15. 

Sponsorship 

Income from sponsorship is down c. $5k year on year. This is partly due to 2 Noakes auctions being recorded in 
the previous year (total Noakes income this year $2.1k compared with $5.8k in the previous year). Again, with 
no dedicated sponsorship captain for 2013/145, this area of the club’s performance has been impacted. 

Building maintenance 

Despite a significant amount of building work this year, maintenance costs are down $13.8k on last year. This is 
the result of dinghy ramp works of c. $13k being recorded in 2012/13 and also due to donations in kind and 
time for the current financial year not being reflected in the accounts. 

Bank charges 

The year on year increase in bank charges of $2k is due to increases in processing fees via Paypal and should be 
offset against the reduction in merchant processing fees of $1k. While overall processing fees are up, 
administration costs are down and since this expense is expected to continue, allowance has been made in the 
budget for $2.5k (which includes Paypal and merchant processing) for the coming year. 
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Newsletter and Web costs; Contractor Admin costs 

A significant investment has been made in upgrading the club’s website, e-commerce capability and e-mail 
systems, representing a total spend of $13.7k and a year on year variance of $12.2k. Not reflected in these 
amounts is additional expenditure by volunteers in time and expertise to implement these systems which will 
provide savings to the club well into the future. Whilst these costs are significant, they should be viewed along 
with savings in administration costs of c. $8.5k. realised in this financial year. Ongoing administration costs are 
expected to provide a saving to the club of around $8k per annum as a result of this work and as budgeted for 
2014/15. Web related expenditure for 2014/15 is budgeted at $3.5k to cover any unexpected “bugs” which may 
present in the second year of running these systems; however future web costs should be maintained at around 
$1.5k only, in line with previous years’ web expenditure. This represents a net annual saving of $6k to the club 
in 2014/15, and $8k in future years. 

Insurance costs 

While insurance costs for 2013/14 were c. $1.8k higher than the previous year, the committee has realised a 
saving in excess of $13.5k already in the year 2014/15 as a result of a full insurance audit. 

Electricity 

Electricity costs for 2013/14 include costs of c. $2k relating to the previous year. Taking this into account, year 
on year costs are flat as reflected in the 2014/15 budget of $4k. 

Depreciation 

Assets have been depreciated this year at 10%. No allowance was made for depreciation in 2012/13 as a result 
of write downs to book value in the previous year. The  2014/15 budget makes allowance for deprecation at 
10%. 

Marketing expenses 

Included in marketing expenses for 2013/14 are signage costs mostly relating to sponsorship agreements with 
our principal sponsor Cobden & Hayson. This cost is deemed a once off resulting in a budget of only $1k for 
marketing related expenses (excluding the regatta) for 2014/15. 

Loss on Sale of assets 

The sale of the white rubber duck resulted in a loss of $2.3k being realised in this financial year. As no assets are 
expected to be sold next year, no allowance has been made for profit or loss on the sale of assets for 2014/15. 
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In Summary

Chantelle.

 

It has been a tough year financially, with many changes and significant investment into club systems. If major revenue 
items remain flat, cost containment in 2014/15 is critical. 

While the sailing school is expected to grow, bar income to improve slightly and food activities to break even, traditional 
income areas usually supported by volunteers such as hall hire, sponsorship, and raffles, along with other new income 
ideas such as income from kayak storage for example, can only be realised through the efforts of keen, capable and 
committed volunteers. 

If you would like to contribute to the betterment of the club’s financial position in any of these areas, your committee 
would love to hear from you!      

The Pontoon 

Pontoon accounts are kept separately from the usual operating accounts of the club, with separate banking accounts 
being maintained. 

The liability of $781 shown on the balance sheet for pontoon related activities represents a net surplus from expenses 
and incomes recorded prior to setup of the new bank account for the pontoon. 

- Total budgeted of expenditure for the pontoon is $300k (including Council works for walkway of c. $55k) 
- Expenditure to date by the Balmain Sailing Club is $31.4k 
- RMS ($ for $ grant) claims to date are $17k 
- Donations received and processed via the ASF $81.6k 
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Balmain Sailing Club Annual General Meeting – Sunday 10 August 

commencing at 10.00am in the clubhouse. 
 

Nominations for the 4 vacant committee positions are as follows: 

 

Commodore – Campbell Reid: Campbell is currently a director of the club, a Balmain resident and lifelong sailor. 

He has experience managing people and organisations. As Commodore he will focus on delivering great sailing, 

growing membership and ensuring the club provides a rewarding experience for all involved. 

 

Treasurer – Chris Durman – Chris has been a member for six years and has been sailing most of his life. He is a 

partner in Kelly 2 and his main interest is in racing. He is also a club equipment auditor. He is now somewhat 

retired however still runs his own wholesale company and comes from a marketing background. He would like to 

see the club have a strong racing fleet with improvements in our performance against other clubs. He also 

believes we should have a sound financial base with all sailing crew being members of YA. 

 

Director – Bob Connolly – Bob has been a past director of the club and is currently a director of key industry 

associations and as such brings much valuable experience to the committee. He has managed the pontoon 

project since its inception. He is keen to see the club progress and be a rewarding place for members.  

 

Director – David Blackwell – David has been a past director and Commodore of the club and has worked to make 

the club an enjoyable place for members.  

 

Nominations for the various captain roles are coming in with most positions having at least one nomination. A full list of 

positions and persons volunteering to fill these will be posted one week after the AGM and incoming committee 

meeting. 

 

Michael Meehan 

Secretary 

 


